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MUSCAT: Omani authorities have decided that
today and tomorrow (October 3 and 4) will be
an of f ic ia l  ho l iday nat ionwide due to  bad
weather conditions triggered by tropical storm
(Shaheen). Oman’s official news agency report-
ed that the decision came due to the adverse

cl imate condit ions in the Sultanate, and to
ensure the safety of public and private employ-
ees. But, the Governorates of Dhofar and Al
Wusta were exempted. However, the official
agency said that private companies may ask
their staff to work during the public holiday,

on ly  i f  necessary. Oman’s  Civ i l  Aviat ion
Authority warned on Friday that tropical storm
Shaheen was expected to develop into a cate-
gory 1 tropical cyclone in the next 24 hours. The
public was advised to take precautions and
steer away from low lying areas. — KUNA

MUSCAT: High waves break on the Mutrah sea side promenade in the Omani capital Muscat yesterday as the Shaheen tropical storm hits the country. — AFP 

Tropical storm Shaheen hits Oman 
Authorities declare today, tomorrow holiday 

Volcano spews fire
TAZACORTE: Residents of the Canary Island village
of Tazacorte had a ringside seat but were shocked
and unwilling onlookers, contemplating a too-close-
for-comfort spectacular eruption of La Palma’s
Cumbre Vieja volcano. “There’s nothing beautiful
about it,” grumbled Jose Carlos Bautista Martin, a
pensioner of 70 who looked on agog with fellow vil-
lagers as the volcano continued to spew waves of hot
lava into the air. “All it leaves behind is black, dark lava
and an intense blaze which looks as if it will go on for
ever, growling as if it were the very devil himself,” he
adds of the aeroplane-like cacophany accompanying
an eruption which has wrought havoc and forced
thousands from their homes.

Tazacorte port offers a perfect vantage point for
spying the mouth of the volcano which dominates the
island, a popular holiday destination, as well as the
heaps of ash and lava cascading down to the sea hun-
dreds of meters below its peak. Even by Thursday
experts estimated the debris had covered an area
bigger than 25 football pitches, with concerns rising
over worsening air quality in nearby residential areas
since the eruption began on September 19, the
volvano sending tongues of molten rock flowing out
of its main cone.

Despite the damage to countless homes and busi-
nesses local people are coming together to show each
other solidarity in a time of crisis. Down in the port,
fisherman Jesus Guillermo Hernandez Rodriguez, 49,
defiantly hoses away sticky blackened volcanic sand
which has covered his vessel. “It is a daily job, main-
taining the boats,” sighs Rodriguez, rubbing his white
beard in frustration with weatherbeaten hands. Even
if he still tries to manage a minimum catch, most of
what he does pick up “is not edible because of the
sand,” the dark gunk sticking to what he does land.

What future? 
Hernandez normally lands a catch worth around

3,000 euros a month which he shares with a col-
league but this past fortnight is a virtual write-off and
he expects more of the same for now as he worries
about the cost. He explains he operates in what is
“one of the best fishing zones in the west of the
island”. But now it is covered with molten rock. The
area had already been reeling from the effects of the
coronavirus, and Tazacorte was just keeping itself
economically afloat when the eruption, the first on La
Palma since 1971, hit. Everybody in the village knows
somebody who has suffered material loss, from hous-
es engulfed in lava, to their job in a fishing industry
left all but paralysed, the same fate befalling those
working in agriculture or tourism.

“My son comes back home at night and tells me,
‘mum, yet another day I haven’t worked as we didn’t
have a single table’” to serve, Nieves Acosta, 56, says
of her son, a waiter in a restaurant. The Acosta broth-
ers lost their home, the straw breaking the proverbial
camel’s back to leave her in floods of tears as she and
the family battle a rising tide of other problems. “You
talk about the future-but what future is there?,” she
sobs. “If there is no fishing then agriculture is hit,
more than hit. What will become of our children?”

The eruption brought dozens of journalists and sci-
entists to rake over the island but their excited curiosi-
ty is in stark contrast to the serious and lined faces of
locals. “Here, people were happy but now they are
hanging their heads,” says Cristina Sanchez, who lives
in the nearby commune of Los Llanos de Aridane. The
“rain of ash” from the volcano “is driving me insane,”
says Nieves, who works at a retirement home and who
is taking a break over a coffee with Jesus, a friend who
has just lost his job at a banana e xport firm. Massive
swathes of banana plantations dominate the scenery in
Tazacorte-exports of the fruit are one of La Palma’s
main earners. Nieves, who refuses to give her surname,
says she has little hope for the future after the volcano
“destroyed everything.” She says she just hopes that
“when it’s all over people will come, that’s they will all
come” and help put the shattered community back
together again.— AFP 

US COVID death
toll surpasses
700,000 
WASHINGTON: US fatalities from COVID-19
surpassed 700,000 on Friday, according to fig-
ures from Johns Hopkins University, a toll rough-
ly equivalent to the population of the nation’s
capital Washington. The grim threshold comes
with an average of well over 1,000 dying each
day, in a country where 55.7 percent of the pop-
ulation is now fully vaccinated, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

After a heavily criticized early response to the
pandemic, the United States organized an effec-
tive vaccine roll-out-only to see a significant
portion of Americans still refusing to get the
shots. The United States finds itself having
notched the most fatalities in the world, far
exceeding other frontrunners such as Brazil and
India, and facing a resurgence in cases due to
the prominence of the highly contagious Delta
variant. While the latest global coronavirus wave
peaked in late August, the virus continues to
spread rapidly, particularly in the United States.

The vaccination campaign launched by US
authorities in December-which had reached a
peak in April, with sometimes more than four mil-
lion injections per day-has meanwhile slowed
considerably. Coronavirus misinformation has
been rampant in the country, and masking
remains a political issue, dividing many
Americans. Some Republican governors, such as
those in Texas and Florida, have sought to ban
mandatory masking in their states, citing individ-
ual freedoms.  — AFP 

Taiwan rebukes
China over 
incursion
TAIPEI: Taiwan accused Beijing of bullying and
damaging regional peace yesterday after Chinese
fighter jets and bombers made their largest ever
incursion into the island’s air defense zone. Beijing
marked its National Day on Friday with its biggest
aerial show of force against Taiwan to date, buzzing
the self-ruled democratic island with 38 warplanes,
including nuclear-capable H-6 bombers.
Democratic Taiwan’s 23 million people live under
the constant threat of invasion by China which
views the island as its territory and has vowed to
one day seize it, by force if necessary.

Under President Xi Jinping, Chinese warplanes
are crossing into Taiwan’s air defense identification
zone (ADIZ) on a near daily basis. But Friday’s
incursion sparked a particularly sharp rebuke from
Taipei. “China has been bellicose and damaging
regional peace while engaging in many bullying
acts,” Premier Su Tseng-chang told reporters yes-
terday. “It’s evident that the world, the international
community, rejects such behaviors by China more
and more.”

Taiwan’s defense ministry said it scrambled its
aircraft to broadcast warnings after 22 fighters, two
bombers and one anti-submarine aircraft entered
the island’s southwest ADIZ on Friday. A second
batch of 13 jets then crossed into Taiwan’s ADIZ lat-

er on Friday, in a rare night incursion, bringing the
total to a record 38, according to the ministry. The
ADIZ is not the same as Taiwan’s territorial airspace
but includes a far greater area that overlaps with
part of China’s own air defense identification zone
and even includes some of mainland China.

Rising tensions
Mass incursions used to be rare. But in the last

two years Beijing has begun sending large sorties
into Taiwan’s ADIZ to signal dissatisfaction at key
moments-and to keep Taipei’s ageing fighter fleet
regularly stressed. Last week 24 Chinese warplanes
flew into the area after Taiwan applied to join a

major trans-Pacific trade pact.
Friday’s show of force came the same week

Beijing accused Britain of “evil attentions” after it
sent a frigate to sail through the Taiwan Strait.
China claims the strait as its own waterway, along
with most of the disputed South China Sea. Most
other nations view them as international waters
open to all. Beijing has ramped up pressure on

Taipei since the 2016 election of President Tsai Ing-
wen, who views the island as “already independent”
and not part of a “one China”.

Last year, Chinese military jets made a record
380 incursions into Taiwan’s defense zone, and the
number of breaches for the first nine months of this
year has already exceeded 500. The previous sin-
gle-day record was on June 15 when 28 jets
breached Taiwan’s ADIZ. Xi has described Taiwan
becoming part of the mainland as “inevitable”. US
military officials have begun to talk openly about
fears that China could consider the previously
unthinkable and invade.

Protection of Taiwan has become a rare biparti-
san issue in Washington and a growing number of
Western nations have begun joining the United
States in “freedom of navigation” exercises to push
back on China’s claims to the South China Sea and
Taiwan Strait. Britain sent a warship through the
Taiwan Strait on Monday for the first time since
2008. The Chinese People’s Liberation Army’s
Eastern Theatre Command accused Britain of acting
out of “evil intentions to sabotage peace and stabil-
ity in the Taiwan Strait”.

Alexander Huang, associate professor at
Tamkang University in Taipei said he believed the
latest aerial incursion was not just about sending a
message to Taiwan. “There’s three other carrier
attack groups in the region, two American and one
British,” he said. “China is sending a political mes-
sage to the US and UK on her national day: Don’t
mess around in my area.” Canadian, French and
Australian warships have all made voyages through
the Taiwan Strait in recent years, sparking protests
from China. — AFP 
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